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Environmental Issue: Deforestation
My celebrity is Jennifer Lawrence

Deforestation can cause climate change, desertification, and flooding.

There are also natural causes like hurricanes, fires, and parasites.

Deforestation reduces wildlife.









Artist Statement
My final design shows the change from the evergreen forest to a desert 

environment. This is meant to describe the effects of deforestation. Since 
celebrities using wear formal dress when attending events, I used a ball gown as a 
base. I think Jennifer Lawrence speaks out about environmental issue. To be 
honest, I’m not sure, I have no interested in celebrities, I just search “celebrity that 
speaks about environmental issues.” The first name I saw is Jennifer Lawrence, I 
look at pictures of her hairstyle and body poses to make the croquis seem like her. 
With help from different pictures of arms, I am able to draw one arm in view while 
hiding the other arm since I want to make the pose as natural as possible, instead 
of forcing the other arm to show.



Using green and yellow as the primary color to represent greenery and desert. I 
want to show a progression from green to yellow so I add a little green between the 
folds serving as the shadow. The transition from greenery to desert is beautiful 
ironicy. It can also be scary, so the design is meant to show confusion from the real 
events and the design components. At first, I was confused on how I should move on 
after I choose a theme. If my theme was the wildlife and forest then it would be 
easier but the theme is asking me to show transition so I found a piece that I can use 
as an centerpiece. That dress is in the mood broad and the folds of the dress shows 
different color, so I thought I could also do the same.

When I first start thinking about my theme, I never imagined the final product 
would be like this. At first I would like to make a layer that only rested on the top of 
the dress but instead I made a seperate layer that reached all the way to the bottom. 
I also never thought about a leaf pattern top, I’m glad I look at a lot of reference 
pieces and took some time to think about my next step.


